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PE and sports premium 2020-21
The new move day curriculum that was introduced in the last academic year was a great success for Highfurlong school. Evidence showed that
pupils made good progress in PE and thoroughly enjoyed the day embedded in physical activity. This was scheduled to continue this academic
year but as with most things had been considerably disrupted by the pandemic. With that in mind I still believe that our pupils accessed a high
quality PE offer as and when this was possible. Some more able cohorts of pupils also accessed PE remotely. Highfurlong’s PE and Sports
Premium is effectively planned for and budgeted to support our primary pupils in a range of areas and create sporting opportunities for our
learners that they may not be able to access outside of school. Please see the attached One Stop Shop planning document for the PE and
Sports Premium for the year 2020-2021.
Sports Premium
PE and Sports Premium was introduced in March 2013 to improve the provision of physical activity/education in Primary Schools across
England. The £320 million per year is funded jointly by the Department for Education, Health and Culture, Media and Sport (DfE, DH, DCMS).
This funding is allocated directly to primary school pupils and is ring fenced by a specific set of boundaries regulating what this money can be
spent on. This money has only been guaranteed for the school year of 2020/21. The Government released on the 17.6.21 that PE and Sports
premium will be allocated to primary pupils for the academic year 2021/22. A detailed 1SS document has been created to highlight the areas of
need, for targeted intervention of the funding. This document has been based on a predicted allocated funding model based on 37 pupils
meeting the criteria, with a £10.00 allocation, and the £16,000 allocated to schools with 17+ pupils.
Our allocation
The DfE have an understanding that this money is vital in supporting the health and wellbeing of England’s primary school students through
sport therefore this figure is similar to previous years funding received. Highfurlong School’s allocation for the Financial Year 2020/21 is
£16,902.85. Over the last three years Highfurlong’s PE Team have ring fenced this sports premium ensuring that it is meeting Government
requirements, as well as the schools strategic plan to promote our pupils physical development (see 20/21 One Stop Shop).
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Key achievements/improvements
Key achievements to date: 16.6.21

Areas of further improvement and baseline evidence of need

The continuation of the ‘Move day’ (albeit looking very different to
originally planned) has been another glowing success for Highfurlong
school pupils and staff. The day is something that the pupils and staff
should be proud of, creating an enjoyable working environment,
embedded in physical activity and positive mental health. Being able
to embed so many different skills, subjects, and topics into sport has
worked really well, this has also had a large impact on pupils
attainment in many areas of the curriculum, including sport.

Continued data gathering. This academic year we have had 2 data
captures. This has begun to show staff the areas of good progress,
and areas of further support needed. Over the next academic year,
as the data continues to be gathered, a clearer picture will be
gathered with clear areas to focus on.

Resilience - the staff and pupils' resilience has been tested over this
academic year, especially in regards to getting active and continuing
their physical education during lockdowns or periods of isolation.
With this in mind more able classes have been enjoying a varied
move curriculum, both in school and from home through remote
education. Through teachers initiatives, and drive to ensure all pupils
can access PE, we have shown the continuation of fun filled physical
activities and physical skill progression.
Successful move from the old PE assessment to Bsquared academic
and sensory pathways. This year has provided teachers with the
opportunities in Autumn term to baseline pupils on the new
assessment system and then the first and second data capture for
PE.
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My personal Best training - (MPB). This academic year and last we
have been lucky enough to participate in the MPB training provided
by the Youth Sport Trust, and the resources provided on this. CAL
has built in this invaluable training to feed through the new PE
curriculum. Due to the disruptions this year CAL made the decision to
focus on getting pupils active, and hold the launch of this initiative.
We look forward to launching this in the next academic year through
the new move curriculum map.
A broad range of sporting experiences for our pupils, as well as
opportunities for competitive sports.
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Meeting national curriculum requirements for swimming and water safety
What percentage of your current year 6 cohort swim confidently, confidently and proficient over a distance of
at least 25 meters?

0%

What percentage of your current year 6 cohort use a range of strokes effectively (for example, front stroke,
backstroke and breaststroke)?

0%

What percentage of your current year 6 cohort perform safe self rescue in different water based situations.

0%

Schools can choose to use the primary PE and sports premium to provide additional provision for swimming
but this must be for activities over and above the national curriculum requirements. Has PE and sports
premium been used in this way?

No

In the academic year of 2020/21 we have 7 pupils in year 6, 1 of these pupils meet the criteria for National Curriculum swimming. When looking
at the above percentages it is important to keep in mind the needs of these learners, and the additional support required. Due to the pool
closures and the restrictions Covid has brought pupils have not been able to access swimming in the consistent way we once had. Since
starting our swimming programme, data shows that they have made good progress in their swimming. These targets will be something we
continue to strive for with these pupils as they commence into their secondary school journey.
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Action plan and budget tracking
Academic year: 2020-2021

Total fund allocated: 16,902.85

Date updated: 16.6.21

Key indicator 1: The engagement of all pupils in regular physical activity - Chief medical officers recommend that primary
school pupils undertake at least 30 minutes of physical activity a day. calc

Percentage
of total
allocation

Intent

Implementation

Funding
spent

Impact

(approx)%

To provide a set of basic sporting
equipment for each class/bubble to
access that can be accessed by all
and cleaned in line with Covid
restrictions/ cleaning protocols so all
pupils can still access a varied PE
Curriculum.

EEA1486
Bishop Sports
order

£713.03

EEA1682
Bishop Sports
order

£434.40

Although we have many resources in the PE
cupboard during the pandemic much of this
was inaccessible as it couldn't be shared
between bubbles or cleaned to the standard
needed to reduce infection spreading through
school. This equipment provided a base of
equipment for each class/bubble to access PE
on a daily (wake up and shake up) and weekly
basis. It provided teachers to still use
appropriate equipment and provide a well
balanced, varied PE curriculum for your young
people.

Key indicator 2: The profile of PESSPA being raised across the school as a tool for whole school improvement.
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4.21%

2.6%

Percentage
of total
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allocation
Intent

Implementation

YST Membership empowers all
schools to achieve the mission of
creating a brighter future for young
people. It is vital our network of
schools is at the heart of everything
we do. Highfurlong are part of a
committed and passionate movement
towards a more active generation,
helping to provide happy, healthy and
successful young people, no matter
their need. We receive YST Updates
programme access, exclusive offers
and discounts, up to date releases
and news, and early award entries.

YST Membership

Funding
spent
£210.00

Impact
YST membership has promoted staff and
subject leaders' confidence in new sports,
general PE delivery, PE management, and
many other areas. As well as providing great
CPD opportunities, the regular updates and
newsletters keep the PE lead up to date with all
covid restrictions related to PESSPA, any
regulation changes, and what is up and coming
throughout the year. They have provided some
fantastic resources that we have invested in to
support our PE delivery, and cannot wait for
these to arrive. It has also allowed less
confident staff to enhance their own learning.
Thus has influenced the quality of teaching and
learning in PESSPA sessions.

(approx)%
1.24%

Key indicator 3: Increased confidence, knowledge and skills of all staff in teaching PE and sport.

Percentage
of total
allocation

Intent

(approx)%

To increase participation rates in
PESSPA sessions, including sports
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Implementation
BST Sport SLA

Funding
spent
£1,772.73

Impact
The impact of this provision has been
extraordinary, even though it has been reduced

10.49%
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days and competitions (when
restrictions allow). To support the
‘Move Day’, and ensure the whole
school approach to PESSPA delivery
is supported with appropriately trained
staff/staffing levels, as well as
incorporating new ideas through their
expertise.

or at times stopped due to pandemic
restrictions, it is something we will be
continuing to invest in over the next academic
year. This has provided pupils with support
from sporting professionals, trained by the
council in PESSPA sessions. We have had the
added benefit of receiving support from
persons known to the school, who understand
and know our pupils' needs, and share our
values in sport. It has also provided support to
both experienced and less experienced staff in
the delivery of PESSPA sessions, and
promotes continuity throughout the school.

Key indicator 4: Broader experiences a range of sports activities offered to all pupils.

Percentage
of total
allocation

Intent

Implementation

Funding
spent

Impact

(approx)%

Some pupils in the school expressed
a wish to learn a new sport - boxing.
PESSPA lead looked into this, and
also CPD for staff. CPD - awaiting
date of arrangement. Boxing
equipment needed for the new
opportunity has been

Hope Education

£675.87

Due to lockdown and restrictions we have not
yet been able to complete the CPD or use the
equipment yet. PESSPA lead has done some
online training however before it is rolled out
across the school we need to make sure staff
are confident in safety and delivery. Due to
Covid restrictions the Equipment has not been
bale to be used as it is not practical to clean
and ensure social distancing is in place.
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Key indicator 5: Increase participation in competitive sports

Intent

Implementation

Percentage
of total
allocation
Funding
spent

Impact

(approx)%

Allocation spent

Percentage of allocation spent

Allocation carried over

£3,806.03

22.5%

13,096.82

Allocation carried over
For a full breakdown of future spending please see the 1SS document for 2021/22. Due to the broken year, and restrictions around the global
pandemic a small percentage of our allocated Sports Premium has been spent. After meeting with the Move team, CAL has created a one stop
shop document with the full breakdown of focused spending.

Abbreviation Glossary
PE - Physical Education
MATP - Motor Active Training Programme
MPB - My Personal Best
YST - Youth Sports Trust
PESSPA - Physical activity, School Sport, and Physical Activity
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SGO - School Games Organiser
1SS - One Stop Shop document
BFCCT - Blackpool Football Club Community Trust
BST - Blackpool Sports team
SLA - Service Level Agreement

Name

Signature

Date

C.Altham
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Headteacher:
Subject Leader: Chantelle Altham
Governor:
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